Abstract-Recently in [1] , a modification of classical constant time headway policy (CTH) was proposed in order to make CTH very practical and easy to use in real applications. This modification was tested and its benefits were shown only for highways application. In this paper, this modification is generalized in order to make it applicable in urban environment. Dynamic and kinematic models of the vehicle are mixted without accounting wheel slip. By using exact linearization technique, lateral and longitudinal dynamics become decoupled. Stability and accuracy of the global system are checked. Using TORCS [8] in simulation, effectiveness of the proposed modification and its potential effect on traffic density are reported.
from at least the leader. In local control, the car is totally autonomous, it does not require sophisticated sensors, and can be used in all environments, but trajectory tracking and inter-vehicles distance keeping is not very accurate.
The desired inter-vehicle distances differ according to two control policies. In the first one we fix the distance between the vehicles (Constant spacing), and in the second one we change it according to vehicle's velocity or it's dynamic. Variable spacing can ensure string stability just by using onboard information [7] , but the inter-vehicle distances is very large. Constant spacing can ensure string stability with high traffic density, but it requires inter-vehicle communications.
Constant time headway (CTH) is the simplest and most common among variable distance policies [14] , [15] , Others use variable time headway to reduce the distance between vehicles [17] . To author knowledge, all previous research has concentrated on optimizing the time headway for a good compromise between stability and inter-vehicle distance.
In this paper, we will deal with longitudinal and lateral control of platoons in urban areas. A dynamic and kinematic models will be proposed for longitudinal and lateral dynamics respectively. In the longitudinal dynamics, we take into account all the external forces applied on the car and the effect of lateral dynamics. In lateral dynamics, we will take steering dynamic into account, and we neglect wheel's slip as the vehicle travel on solid road (asphalt) and the maximum speed will be 50km/h. This model might be first step to extend lateral model as have been done in [16] . Then, the model will be linearized (exact linearization) and the two dynamics will be totally decoupled. The longitudinal control law will depend on classical time headway policy with our modification. This modification makes the intervehicle distances proportional to velocity difference instead of being proportional to velocity. This new control law will be a mixture of local and global decentralized control. The string stability and control robustness will be verified. In the other hand, the lateral control will use sliding mode control to ensure the stability. Safety will be not discussed in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II models for the vehicle and platoon will be presented. Control will be developed in section III, string stability, and control robustness will be proved in section IV. Then in section V, we will show simulation results. Conclusion and perspective will be done in section VI. We use classical car model (Ackerman model [3] ). This model doesn't take slippage into account, and the car is represented as a bicycle as shown in figure (1) . In general, this model can be used for light vehicles running at low speeds on sufficiently solid ground (asphalt). • [OA, X, Y ] is an absolute frame.
• C is the common reference path.
• O is the center of the rear wheel of the vehicle.
• M is the closest point on C to O.
• s is the curvilinear coordinate of point M along C, cs = c(s) denotes the curvature of path C at M , and θ c (s) stands for the orientation of the tangent to C at M , with respect to absolute frame.
• θ is the heading of the vehicle at point O, with respect to frame [OA, X, Y ].
• θ p = θ − θ c (s) denotes the angular deviation of the vehicle with respect to C.
• d the lateral deviation of the vehicle with respect to C.
• φ is the steering angle, which is the angle between the front wheel and the body axis.
• L is vehicle wheelbase.
• v u is the vehicle velocity along longitudinal vehicle axis.
• N is the number of vehicles in the platoon. The model is given by the following formula:
This model has a single singularity when d = 1 cs (the vehicle is on the reference path curvature center). In practical situations, if the vehicles are well initialized, this singularity is never encountered.
The steering system is modeled as a first degree system [13] :
where φ is the front-steering angle ,τ s is the steering time constant, c 2 is a gain and u 2 is the vehicle's steering-anglecommand input.
By derivingθ p we get:
where:
B. Dynamic Model Of The Vehicle
Dynamic equations for car-like robots with single or double steering can be found in [5] . We take the single steering dynamic model without slippage, figure (2) . In addition, we will take into account drag, gravitational, and aero dynamic forces.
Fig. 2. Applied Forces
• CG: vehicle's center of gravity.
• [CG, U, W ]: vehicle frame.
• v w is vehicle velocity at point CG along w axis.
• F g , F aero , F drag : Gravitational, aero dynamical and mechanical forces respectively.
• g: Acceleration of gravity.
• ξ: Angle between the road surface and horizon.
• ρ: Specific mass of air, A: Cross-sectional area of the vehicle.
• F f , F r : are the resultant lateral forces on the front and rear tires respectively. • F motor : is the driving force applied at the rear axle (first system input u 1 ).
mass of the vehicle • J: mass moment of inertia of the vehicle about the center of gravity. The following dynamic equations is taken from [5] with some changes to take into account the effects of aero dynamic, drag and gravity forces represented by F res :
and F res is given by:
The nonholonomic constraints are:
The derivatives of the nonholonomic constraints are:
Developing the dynamical equations (4) with nonholonmoic equations (6) and their derivatives (7), this gives the longitudinal dynamic equation taking into account lateral dynamic effects:v
where :
... This condition is always satisfied because the maximum steering angle is limited and it is always smaller than π 2 .
C. Platoon Model
The platoon consists of many vehicles following each other. The first vehicle is the leader, it may be driven manually or automatically. The other vehicles follow each other, moving at the same speed and keeping a desired distance between each two consecutive vehicles as shown in figure(3) . We define the following curvilinear parameters assuming a point mass model for all vehicles:
• l i : Desired constant curvilinear inter-vehicle distance.
• s i : Curvilinear coordinate of i th vehicle.
•ṡ i : Curvilinear Velocity of the i th vehicle.
• es i = s i−1 − s i − l i : Curved spacing error of the i th vehicle. As we will see in the control section, we will decouple vehicles dynamics into two decoupled dynamics. The control law for each dynamics will be represented using springdamper model. The longitudinal model shown in figure(3) consists of one spring and two dampers. The amplitudes of the spring depends on the curvilinear inter-vehicle distances, this act as attraction force when the inter-vehicle distance is bigger than desired distance, and as repulsive force when it is smaller. The Amplitudes of first damper (shown in solid line) depends on curvilinear velocity difference between each two consecutive vehicles, this damper act as movement damper. The second damper (shown in dash line) depends on the difference between curvilinear vehicle and a reference velocity (leader velocity in this figure), this damper will assure platoon stability, it is shown in dash style to indicate that the reference velocity is updated each many samples time. 
III. CONTROL A. Control Objectives
The main objectives of the control law are to: 1) Keep the curvilinear inter-vehicle distance equal to l, and to make all vehicles move at the same speed sȯ es i = 0 (longitudinal control).. 2) Follow the desired path by making θ p = 0 and d = 0 (lateral control). 3) Assure string stability of the platoon (spacing error must decrease as it propagates through the platoon). 4) Increase traffic density, using minimum required data from other vehicles in the platoon. 5) Keep system stability even in case of total communication loss. 6) Accommodate the instability caused by the actuation and sensing lags (robustness).
B. Decoupling And Exact Linearization
The total model of the i th vehicle is:
We can linearize the system by static feedback linearization by taking new inputs w 1i , w 2i as the follow:
with the condition v u = 0. So, this control law is not good for very low speed velocities.
We choose new coordinates and we get the following linear system:
The remainder non linearized part represents the internal dynamic of the system:
The zero dynamic of this system is stable.
C. Longitudinal Control
We take the classical time headway policy and we add a new modification that will enhance system's response. The new modification is shown in red dash line in figure (5) .
We propose the following new curvilinear spacing error:
where V s is a common velocity value shared by all vehicles of the platoon, it must be the same value for all the vehicles at the same sampling time.
The control law is: 
D. Lateral Control
We define sliding surface as follows:
where k θp , k d are weighting coefficients. The controller should provide an input that satisfies the following:
with K positive constant. So from equations (13)(12) and (9), we get the following control law:
which gives a stable system.
IV. STABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS A. String Stability of Longitudinal Control
String Stability for a platoon means that the spacing error must decrease as it propagates through the platoon [9] :
To verify this condition, we define the spacing error propagation transfer function G i (p) = esi(p) esi−1(p) . A sufficient condition for string stability is:
where g i (t) is error propagation impulse response of the i th vehicle.
In our case, the propagation transfer function G i (p) of the curvilinear error is:
After some developments, it can be proved that:
So the system is string stable, because the curvilinear spacing errors, at all frequencies, do not increase as they propagate through the platoon. We can see that the string stability is independent from V s , and the only conditions is to share the value for all the vehicles at the same sampling time. So we can choose any value for V (e.g. leaders velocity, the medium velocity of the platoon or the minimum velocity in the platoon...).
B. Robustness to Unmodeled Actuation and Sensing Lags
Approximations made while modeling dynamic systems may hide some system dynamics This unmodeled dynamics may appear as lags in actuator response. In the other hand, filtering sensors inputs is the main source of sensing lags. So, it is required to study the effect of this lags on the control to verify its robustness. Actuators and sensing lags can be modeled as follows [15] 
where: τ represents lag time constant. w ci is the acceleration of the i th vehicle, and w i is control input. We have modeled all the lags in the system in the second equation in an aggregate manner.
The new spacing error propagation transfer function G p can be computed from equation (18) and the same equation for the (i − 1) th , we get:
To assure the string stability for this disturbed system, we have to ensure |G p (j.ω)| ≤ 1 for all ω. So we get the following:
The above inequality holds only if the discriminant is negative or if the coefficient of ω 2 is positive. Both conditions are satisfied [14] only if
This means, the sum of all unmodeled lags must be less than or equal to half the time headway employed.
V. SIMULATIONS
Simulation has been done using Matlab and TORCS. TORCS (The Open Racing Car Simulator [8] ) is one of the most popular car racing simulators for academic purposes. It features a sophisticated physics engine (aerodynamics, fuel consumption, traction...) as well as a 3D graphics engine for the visualization of the races shown in figure (6). Simulation will be done on Torcs using curved track shown in figure (6) , to test the stability of lateral and longitudinal control laws. A platoon of 10 identical cars will moves on curved track. The first part of this track is nearly straight (part A), so we will test the longitudinal string stability by changing the velocity from 10km/h to 50km/h. Then the platoon will pass the curved parts (part B) with fixed speed to verify lateral stability. Finally we will try to verify the stability of both control together by changing the speed while passing curved part, so we change the velocity from 50km/h to 25km/h while passing part C, and we increase the velocity to 60km/h while passing the road corner at the beginning of part D. (7) show the curved inter-vehicle distances using the classical time headway law, and figure (8) show this distances using our control law using the same parameters. We can see that the inter-vehicle distances using our law have been minimized to become equal to desired distance in steady state, and proportional just to velocity difference in transient phase. In addition, in the worst case when the first error is at its maximum value (which is the biggest maximum) the others errors aren't at the maximum values, so the platoon length expansion will be smaller than the sum of maximum errors of all the vehicles. We can see also that our control law makes the error stabilization faster. So, all other results obtained in [1] can be generalized to urban areas, so our law keeps the same stability of classical law, at the same time it minimizes the required inter-vehicle distances. It dosen't require so much information from other vehicles because we can update V s value each many sample time, and the system can be also stable even if the communication is totally lost. What's more, our control law is robust to actuator and sensors lags, and we can easily avoid torque saturation by increasing h with small expansion in platoon length in transient phase. Finally, all results are obtained using very simple control law (modified time headway policy) and require simple data (velocity) at low frequency. Secondly, we verify the stability and the effectiveness of decoupling the two controls laws. We can see in figure (8) in part A (the straight part) that the system is string stable, because the inter-vehicle distance error decreases as it propagates through the platoon, and the final inter-vehicle distance is equal to desired distance l.
In figure (9) in part B, we can see that the lateral control is stable and lateral errors(angle and distance) and decreases to zero. Values are very small (angle error < 3deg and distance error < 20cm), and we can see that in this part that the lateral control has very small effect on the inter-vehicle distances, which still equal to desired distance. Finally in part D, in figures (10 and 11), we test the two control together. We can see that the system is string stable in longitudinal control, and the lateral control also is stable. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have addressed the control of platoons in urban areas. A dynamical longitudinal model and kinematic lateral model are used and have been decoupled and linearized. The decoupling effectiveness has been verified. The lateral dynamic is controlled using sliding mode control and we have got very accurate performance. The longitudinal dynamic is controlled using modified CTH control law. We have generalized this modified control law to be applicable in urban application because it has many advantages. These advantages were detailed in [1] and can be summarized by the following. It minimizes the inter -vehicle distance, which were very big and considered the main shortcoming of classical CTH policy. It also enables to increase the stability, the robustness, and avoid torque saturation. All these benefits are obtained without the need for high rate transfer data from other vehicles. Moreover, the platoon can still be stable even if the communication link is totally lost. This modification open the door to move CTH policy from research to real applications, after we have made the inter-vehicle distance become nearly equal to constant spacing policy.
